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The AIDS quilt. which will '
hang In the SUB unl1l the
end of October. exhibIts the
names of some of Idaho's
AIDS. patients who have
died. It was hung as part of
BSU'sAIDSAwarenessWeek
which took place lastweek.
Hispanics outraged by attorney general's remarks
outraged over language that labels apology, Rodriguez said that the
"Hispanlcgroups'tasaprimesourcc pressure and intensity of Tuesday
of cocaine and heroin in Idaho. night's meeting may have forced
The report states, "Hispanic the U.S. Attorney's apology. "He
U.S.-Attorney for Idaho Mau- groups in Idaho havebeen involved never hasonce gone out of his way'
rice Ellsworth appeared before a inthesmugglinganddistrlbunonof to say that the report's intent was
largely Hispanic crowd gathered at heroin andcocaine, aswelIasmari- not to generalize about Hispanics.
theEIMercadoBuildinginCaldweli juana," And that-iswhy the Hispanic com-
last Tuesday to face accusationsof President of MEChA de BSU .rnuniry is mad,"
racism in reporting ondrug traf- Andrew Rodriquez said that he', Ellsworth's report states, in
ficking in Idaho. objects to the use of the description part,"These (Hispanicgroups)have
Under pressure, Ellsworth "Hispanic groups," He said the use typically been organized along
apologizedfor "misinterpretations" of what he believes is a general family lines, with a drug distribu-
of the controversial and confiden- .descriptlon blurs distinctions be- tion network that consists offamily
tial report that identifies "ethnic tweengroups likeMEchA de BSU, members who live in a community
groups with ties in other states and ImagedeIdahoandHispanicgroups and act as distributors. The head of
Mexico" as one of five groups organized to promote the Hispanic the organization is often a tcmpo-.
"dominatingillegal drug trade in cause in Idaho, and thoseorganized rary residentwhoholdsa legitimate
Idaho." He, however,qualified his to sell narcotics. , ' job .."
apologyby restating his support for "If he wanted to talk about,drug Rodriguez said he objected to
the conclusions the report makes. ,tmffickers, he should have talked the description of family in the
Prepared as a confidential rc- aboutdrug traffickerswhoarebring- report. Hesaid it revealsrnisunder-
port for U.S, Attorney General ingthedrugsintoIdaho.Jnsteadhe standings of the importance of
Richard Thornburgh on the nature madea minoritygroup, whichhap- family in the Hispanic community
of drug trade in Idaho, protest pens to be myminority group, look thatorgailizationslikeMEChAhave
erupted after the document was bad," Rodriguez said. tried to clarify.
madepublic. Hispanicleaderswere Responding to Bllsworth's Addressing the assembly,
by Jeff S. Smith
The University News
Ellsworth celebrated PAYADA's Local attorney Camilo Lopez
(parents and Youth Against Drugs said, "The report assumed that
Addiction)educational efforts. But Hispanics would not assist in the
as the meeting was opened up to war against drugs." '
questions, it became apparent the Jessie Berain of the Bureau of
mostlyHispanlcaudiencehadcome Land Management said Ellsworth
to voice concerns over the drug should have c-onsulted Hispanics
-report, before writing the report, which
Humbcrto Fuentes, executive consequently "reflects the local law
directorof theIdahoMigrantCoun- enforcementmentality. He should,
cil (IMC)' said, "The. report has as the highest ruling authority,look
already done its damage, but His- into it, to seewhy there arc notmore,
panic children are being neglected Hispanics in law enforcement."
as far as education in drug preven-' Berain added that PAYADA" '
tion." He said thiswasthefirsuime in.its 12 years as an organization;
an official of Ellsworth's stature' has never aided the, Hispanic
may have come to speak to the community's efforts against drugs.
Hispanic community, which com- The literature distributed by
prises roughly 10 percent of the PAYADAappearsonlyinEnglish.
population of Canyon County. EllsworthrespondedthatPAYADA
Voicing concern-over miscon- is translatingsomepublications, but
ceptions formed in the public mind' that it was anarduous process. '
he believes both the report and the Ellsworth said at the meeting
media's coverageof thereporthave that he was trying to repair damage
created, Fuentes said he feels His- by opening adialogue with the'
'panicshaveunjustlybeenportrayed Hispaniccommunity. "I amwiiling
as drug dealers. to go forward, he said.
by David Thomason
The University News
Kappa Sigma
cleans up Boise'
the help of the Lambda Chi frater-
nity from the C of I, the fraternity
,collected "a couple hundred
pounds" of trash and debris, ac-
cording to Kappa Sigma President
Vic Dunhill.
"It's something we do to help
the community," he said.
The river clean-up on Oct. 7
produced some interesting items
including the hood of a 1936Ford
. River ond table
Rock areas
Things were picking up re-
cently for the Kappa Sigma Frater-
nity, or rather the.Kappas were
picking liP things.
On Oct. 7 and. 8 the Kappas
held· their seventh annual Boise
Riverffable Rock clean-up..With
'that was riddled with bullet holes. 'community. Even though
Scrap iron and sections of pipe also Albertson's donated $60 worth of
w~repulled 'from fhewater. groceries for the barbecue. after-
A largeamount ofbrokenglass wards, the Kappas are going to lose
was .colIectedfrom Table Rock on moneyon'theclean-upbecauSethey
Oct. 8. '., damaged one of the rafts they used
'fIThis is something we feel on the river.
prettystronglyabou~it'ssomething"Werippedituppreuybadly ..
that needs to be done," he said but Dunhill Said. He said the nauti~
a~ded he wo~ld like to see,a little mishap will cost th,e.fraternity
Mof t:inanclaLsupport from the around $150. '
-
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Campus bulletin board policy explained
"'1·'
, .
TheUniversity News
Maureen Sigler, assistant di-
rector of Student Activities, said
.there are two stamps, one for stu-
dent activities bulletin boards and
one for use on general boards. She
said clubs were informed last year
about the stamping policy and all
fliers should be stamped before
placement on campus bulletin
boards.
There is a poster distribution
system provided to ASBSU clubs
and organizations. Organizations
can leave 30 approved fliers at the
Student Activities Office by Tues-
days at noon and they wi1l be dis-
tributed on Student Activities Bul-
letin Boards across campus.
The three outside kiosks are
, often fun but Lewis said there are
not any plans for additional outside
bulletin boards. "There isnot ade-
Jon Knapp. a member of Students Against Hunger. posts tilers on one mand. If the studentsena~ors ~anted
of nearly 76 bulletin boards around campus. ,more they would consider It but
they have never been approached,"
whichtheboard hangs. On the other he said. ASBSU President Pat
boards, a flier must be stamped "Reilly said he' has notbeen ap-
by the Student Activities office or it preached by anyone wanting more
will be removed by a custodian or bulletin board space but. said, "I
by Student Activities office. "We would like to see more kiosks, I
tear them down if they are not think they are great advertisements
stamped," said one custodian. for'Sl'B and other events."
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Mor1cJone./Tha Unlva,,1Iy Naw.
Saturday before the game.
.The garbage tells It all.
The University of .
Utah College of Law
One of the leading
state-supported
law schools in the
nation will be
interviewing
prospective students "
on Friday, October 27,
9:00 am.« Noon.
Junior and senior
level students inter- '
esied in learning more
about Utah's law
school should contact
Career Planning and
,Placement, (A 123)
385-1747 to schedule
an interview.
BSUpractices
the 011double-
standard
by Rosemary E. Hardin
The University News
The proverbial double-stan-
dard. BSUisguilty.Blatantlyguilty.
At every home football game,
the people in the BSU administra-
tion on down to BSU parking con-
trol arc guilty of a grotesque display
of hypocrisy. .
According to the BSU 1989·90
Student Handbook, "Alcoholic
bcveragesiriay not be possessed'or"
consumed under any circumstances
in areas open to and most com-
monly used by the general 'public.
These areas include ... university
owned buildings or grounds. Guests
and visitors shall observe these
regulations while on campus ... ,"
Sadly, BSU does not practice what
it preaches.
Football tailgate parties begin
early on Saturdays in the parking lot
of Bronco Stadium and continue
well after the game is over and the'
worst of the traffic snarl has been
untangled, Pumping beer kegs are a
common sight and nobody is even
, sly about it But then,they don't
i have tobe because on-campus alco-
hol consumption is apparently en-
dorsed by BSU administrators for
that time slot and in that parking lot.
Beer kegs, beer cans and beer
bottles are generously scattered
thronghout the hundreds' of merry-
making tailgaters, Hard liquor and
wine also ean be spotted all over the
parking lot. Cans and bottles arc
often left behind by sometimes
inebriated game-goers as evidence
of their partying, yet BSU officials
repeatedly turn their heads.
Why is this? Can't anyone see
what is going on?
Witll this kind of "hear no evil,
sec no evil" stance, the BSU ad-
ministration is sending us a very
revealing message: Athletics brings
in so much revenue that it's OK
,(and probably necessary they would
.rationalize), to turn their heads and
;allow peopleto party as they please.
Not only does footbalt bring in big
bucks from the community, tailgate
parties are an American tradition
and to interfere would be denying
people of one of those "inalienable
rights" guaranteed by the
Constitution.
But it's not OK. It is sanctimo-
nious poo-poo, What happened to
ethics? Where is the commitment to
keeping alcohol off campus? If it's.
acceptable at Saturday home foot-
ball games, let's cut the pious act,
abolish the rule altOgether and al-
low alcohol on campus.
.I am. not endorsing alcohol
usage or trying to start a move to get
alcohol on campus, but if drinking
is allowed for some of the people
some of the time then itought to be
permitted for all of the people (21
and over) all of the time, or not at
.all,
by Perry Waddell
The University News
Every campus has them, some i
people consider them an eyesore '
while others rely on them for their
social life or to sell their ears: bul-
letin boards. Boise State has three .
outside kiosks and about 70 indoor,
bulletin boards, They containfliers ,
ranging from "for sale" to campus'
meetings to typewriting for cash.
The bulletin boards at BSU are
"campus-oriented, reserved for stu-
dents," said Physical Plant Account-
ant Richard Lewis. "All sorts of
businesses would beusing them and
there would notbcroom forcampus
events if they were 'general' or
'open' bulletin boards," he said.
According to the physical
plant's posters, notices, advertise-
ments and brochures policy, "Out-
side agencies may not postbro-
chures on the campus bulletin boards
for commercial gain." Excluded. posters arc not up an illQrdinate
from this rule are student-oriented amount of time," he said.
items dearly labeled. There are three kinds of bulle-
Lewis said the bulletin boards -tin boards on campus: student ac-
arcmaintainedbycustodiansineach tivities, departmental and general.
of the buildings. "Their duties arc The department boards' are main-
to track the boards and make sure tained solely by the department in
Earn-$$$for Christmas
& have time to study Iplay!
$6.25jhr
minimum + incentives
Temporary marketing project
. (Approximatelyd-P Wks)
. Possibility of becoming permanent PIT employment
Ideal for school.
Mon-Fri, 3pm-7pm
Optional Saturday 9am-6pm
(Schedu~ng flexible) ,
We are one of the top 50 national telemarketing firms and are seeking
. reliable individualswith strong verbal skills-for this position. .
• Friendly work 'environment.
• Extensive paid training. . ' ,
• Challenging work on national accounts.
EXCELLENT FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Conveniently located near Towne Square Mall.
, Call between 9am-Spm
327-1702
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Overload credits teach lessons in stress management
by Larry Purviance
The University News .
Editor'snote: You are about
to enter the twilight zone world 0/
a student struggling under the
pressure 0/ credit overload. Come
along now as reporter Larry Pur-
viance reveals the schizoid inner
workings 0/ a mind/aMy simmer-
ing/rom the onslaught o/adrena-
lin produced by pushing onesetfto
the limit ...
WEEK ONE: Ho hum. An-
other semester.
WEEK 1WO: That naggy,
shrill, lillie voiCe-lhe last sicken-
ing semblance of reality in the back
of your mind insists. this is some'
serious mind-bending craziness
you've dug yourself into. More
potemially dangerousanddemented
than Dan Quayle as president, or a
Pinto siiicJCih"everse at anliliei~
section. The BSU registrar's office
has no statistics on the percentages
of "overloads" that go completely
bonkers, but sheer survival instinct
here suggests that more than 19
credit hours is 1101 a path to long-
term self-preservation or sanity.
BSU Administrative Account-
ant Steve Savage said BSU docs not
kecpanofficialcountofthenumbcr
of students who arc taking a credit
overload, or more than 19 semester
credit hours, but said a good guess
was less than 1,000.
"Most students wouldn't con-
sider itbecause of the load," said
Savage. "There's a lot of students
that do it in order to getoutofschool
faster."
Savage has heard of students
who've taken as manias 35 credits
in one semester, and there is cur-
rently a student signed up for 31
credits. ,
A glutton for punishment?
"Either that, or he wants to get out
of school fast," laughed Savage.
WEEK THREE: Cruisin', Dr.
. 's unruffled eyes and voice
a~e a wonderful reminiscence of
UNPLANNED
,PREGNANCY?
Idaho Youth Ranch
- ADOPTION_
SERVICES
Free counseling ,
Choice of AdoptiveParents
'342-6805
1'416W. Franklin Slre.l, Boise
All aarvlcei confIdential
those softer, easier, halcyon days of
summer-i-l S crazy credits-a de- .
mented, warped story in itself-
when life blitzed by in an over-
heated blur of song andjoy and self-
discovery. Just a short talk. and
.some of the perspective comes back.
A mad, rambling, two-hour session
on the phone with Professor' _
shows the depth of self-pity and
abnegation that a person can mut-
ter themselves into, and the press-
ing schedule reminds one there are
no seconds for a person to waste
that way.
Mathematics department chair
Dr. Charles Kerr said overload stu-
dents arc common in the math de-
partment, but it isn't something that
he would recommend to anyone.
"Not everybody can .do it, and
Idon't know. how they can," .said
Kerr. "Some do it because of situ-
ations in their lives, but Iwould
hope that not very many would try.
...."Flu season is onits-way.after
all." .
WEEK FOUR: It's getting
ugly. Like some wild, vicious ani-
mal that's been cornered, most of
your energy goes into primitive
adrenalin production and keeping
your fool head above water. A::all-
nighter of studying is like a huge,
desperate gulp-<Jf liquid-s-and the
test still comes back with a disap-
pointing B-minus. .
WEEK FIVE: By now, when
there is that rare lull in the action,
you are so addicted to adrenalin-«
a junkie.just like your parents pre-
dicted-e-th« only way for a quickfix
is the pathetic expedient of an hour
of video games. Some sociological
questions are in order here: Are the
people in the SUB games room the
losers. the class-cutters, the 110-
where people; or are Ihey the 4.0
students, the "overloads," the
achievers?
••
BtIanBecker/TheUnlvo"lty Now.
Can you spot the overloaded student? They act like everybody else except for lack of 50<;101 life.
paper due dates, and talks an entire
department into scheduling those
due dates one week of the semester?
You remind yourself thai this is not
healthy "self-talk," that this is not
being kind to yourself or fair to
others, that a predilection for con:
spiracy theories is not productive.
You did this to yourself, after all.
. TheBSUCounselingan~Test· one remarkable concoction after
ing Center puts out. a free booklet another. Grease, soy extender and
entitled College and Stress which. ' flour.
states stress can be helpful or harm- The second area to save min-
ful: "Stress gives you an extra burst utes (this one requires some serious
of energy-more adrenal in enters and searching self-examination) is
the-bloodstream, hcartandbrcathv- in personal appearance.. Daily
ing rate incrcases.bloodflowquick- shaving goes first, giving you an
ens and muscle strength improves. emblematic, denotative look by
Harnessing the energy ... can help Friday that is at once mean and
you to meet physieal challenges, haggard. Ironing is canned next.
solve problems and reach goals... (Some hints: Stick with V-necked
but when there's no outlet for this sweaters. you really only have to
fcclingof 'tightness,' ... headaches, iron a couple of inches of the shirt
backaches, loss of appetite, con- front. Look less for style and more
stant fatigue, depression and some for the "never-needs-ironing" la-
serious physical problems can rc- bel when you shop. Learn to shower
suit." and gulp the obligatory four-cups
The booklet recommends that of coffee down without Irish Spring
any student-s-overload or not- "creamer") ..
choose a quiet place to study, learn
to manage time, take breaks and
recognize personal limitations.
Some "don'ts" include mid-week
parties, skipping class, relying on
"cramming," or failing to seek help
when difficulties arise.
WEEK SIX: A quick poll of
friends who are also "overloads"
shows thefirst corner-CUlling time-
saving device is eating. It' s gotta be
fast, and that means a steady diet of
WEEK EIGHT: Some timefor .
some healthy self-congratulations.
Four credits are completely done,
over.finished, leaving you withjust
16 manageable, humane-sounding
credits 10worry about. Boise's hot,
Indian summer-when was the last
time you even noticed the"weather-
signals hunting season, the onset of
winter and skiing and the end of the
semester. This lull of heighthened
perceptionslasts about five min-
utes: a long-neglected syllabus
shows some incoming projects, two
tests next week, a paper in the
embryonic stage ..
WEEK SEVEN: Is there a
sadistic conspiracy among faculty
to bunch tests one day a week? Is'
there a weird graduate assistant
somewhere that keeps track of term-
By Cocscr! Has Cleopatra como to
lifo again? Yos~'- and it's youl All decked
out and ready 10 command ottcnuon this
Halloweon.
ThaI" just ono among thousands of
possibilitios at Thtl Costume Shop. Como
and oxplore our fascinating 05.sorl· .
ment ofporiod outfit$,. .....igs. hots,
mo,ks. oceanaria" and profc5.sionol
moko~p. Wo cah help you bocome o~nc.
Relerve your Halloween costumo now.
1UUffN fOR A DAY.
Open: Mon. - Sat. from 10;00 am tc. 5:30 m
:...
Domino's Pizza
STUDENT SPECIAL
Expires1\,6,89
'0 19B9DPI.Qurd,"';,.
·cllrry los. thM 20.00.
lImilod delivery area
Boise.ldilho '
$3:~ax
Call us
345-5551
2162Broadway
343-5995 .
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The subject ofINEL and weapons-grade plutonium being
manufactured on the desert outside ofIdaho Fallsis the thing
to bring up at social gatherings if you want to see a group of
people square off. The topic is a polarizing agent: Thoseon
one side of the issue say "it's a miracle of science; it could be
the greatest thing that ever happened to Idaho's economy;"
those on the other side say "it's crazy; later for the economy." ,
There doesn't seem to be much ofa middle ground at all when
people get fired up and start talking about INEL.
Solet's examine the issue. It's true that atomic energy is
a "miracle of science." It's also true that having a Special
Isotope Separator or a New Production Reactorset up in Idaho
could indeed generate all kinds of money for our state's
economy. On the other hand, there are some pretty scary
possibilities that are set into motion whenever human beings
start messing around with something as potentially deadly as
radioactive waste. '
Three Mile Island and Chernobyl: What do these two
places have in common? It is more than the fact that they were
both sites upon which nuclear facilities were located. And it
'is more than the fact that we have all read about them in recent
history in the newspapers and seen themon the national news '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
on TV. The thing these places have in common is a terrifying
truth: the miracle of science andthe shot in the arm to the
economies surrounding their locations were both pretty well
shot in the butt by human error.
Human beings, full of frailties, ever-so-capable of making
mistakes, are what ultimately make places like Three Mile
Island, Chernobyl and INEL hum. The best trained engineers
and scientists on the face of the earth are still capable of human '
error. Three Mile Island and Chernobyl both came within an
ace of nuclear meltdown because some guido somewhere,
inside the system forgot to turn a valve far enough or forgot to
re~ag~~Milidwme~malr'thingthewrong~~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
INEL is not the same type of nuclear facility as Chernobyl
or Three Mile Island, but the potential for disaster still exists.
If a mistake is made at INEL in the disposal of nuclear waste,
contamination of the Snake River Aquifer is a real possibility.
Radioactive contamination of the Snake River Aquifer would
spell "goodbye" to life as we know it in this part of the world.
Are we willing to place our future and the future Of our
progeny in the hands' of human beings, albeit well-educated
,human beings, when so much is at stake?
Science simply is not infallible. There are correlate ex-.
amples of miracles of science turning into nightmares. Take
the Challenger for instance-the pride of the United States of
America, the culmination of our society's great scientific
minds shot to hell in the blink of an eye because a "little"
problem with an O-ring was overlooked.
, Before $4 billion is spent to manufacture tritium and
plutonium on top of the water source that we all tap into for our
morning coffee, bathwater for our children, irrigation water
for the potatoes out there in the fields-the very source of life
in our fair state-time should be taken to fully and realistically
ponder the monster we may be creating.
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INEL:Miracle or monster?
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NORIEGA:
Letters Policy
Letters to The University News are accepted and
encouraged. We reserve the right to edit for gram-
mar and libelous content. Letters must be typed,
double-spaced and must include your signature
and telephone number for verification: Maximum
length for letters is 250 words. Letters submitted
without phone numbers and signatures will not be
printed. All letters submitted become the property
of The University News.
Reader comments on founder deism
behind it Jefferson's political the- Washington's personal diary and
ory (i.e., social compact) was based read such things as "Direct my
In Rev. William Edelen's ar- on English philosopher John thoughts, words and work, wash
ticle "Oumot-so-Chrisuan Found- Locke's Civil Government. Locke, away, my sins in the immaculate
ers" (TIie University News, Oct 2), who also wrote a book entitled The bloodofthel.amb" and "daily frame
he asserts that none of our founders Reasonableness of Christianity in me more and more in thelikenessof
held "even remotely 'Christian' which he defended the authority of Thy Son Jesus Christ." As for
doctrines," that they viewed scrip- scripture, based his political theory Washington's "profession," he was
tureand orthodoxy as "absurd" and on strictly biblical principles in a vestryman in the Anglican Church!
that all of them held deistic beliefs. which God had formed covenant Thomas Paine (equating the
He then gives several quotations (i.e., legal) relationships with men Bible with "the grossest vices")
either from or about some of our of antiquity. began to recant his attacks on Chris-
more prominent founders. ' James Madison's 'quotation is tianity in his later life and died '
Concerning our founders' be- proof of his antagonism towards confessing Christ as his personal
liefsI need only to quote Harvard Christianity, but a little research .savior, Concerning Franklin, his,
Historian Perry Miller that "Euro- reveals that Madison is talking about deism is a matter of record as is also
pean deism was an exotic plant in the fusion of sectarian religion with his appeal for prayer at the Consti-
America, which never struck roots government through the centuries tutionalConvention because "God
in 'American soil." While there were ' and at that current time in the state governs, the affairs of men" (em-
men such as Jefferson and Franklin of Virginia via the Anglican church. ' phasis mine).
who flirted with Deistic beliefs, the At this same time Madison was In a nation (Qundcd upon
majority of Americans (75 percent) submitting bills in' the Virginia "unalienable" rights, (unalienable
'were' of Puritan descent The re- Legislature promoting mandatory being another word for.e.~~fI.laland-
maining were Anglicans. sabbath observances, appointed implying moral absolutes) far be it
While Edelen quotes Jefferson days of public fasting and Thanks- for me to deny Rev. Edelen his. My
as a deist, it is fair to say Jefferson giving! only wish would be for him to do
wavered between this and a sort of ,PerltapsEdelen'smostflagrant better research and not circumvent
pseudo-Christianity. Edelen points misrepresentation is where he in- the historical realities that arc the
out that Jefferson gave us the Dec- sists thatGeorgeWashington "never ' basis for our enjoyed freedom.
laration ofIndependence, but fails professed any Christian dogma" and
to mention the source of inspiration was only a Unitarian, One can open Brent Holladay
Editor:
Put your money where your mouth is
Editor: ,- campus alone last year and more
than4,OOOpoundsofp;iperrecycIed
Though the issues of recycling from just three university offices in
are complex, the university seems one month is hardly trivial, The
to have mi~sed ~e poi~t when its point is that if we, are going to slow
representative said there IStoo small the use of non-renewable resources
a volum~ of r~cycJable m~terial t~ and the productionof solid, waste,
bother With (RIchard LeWIS,Physi- ' -we-the university community and
cal Plant Office Accountant, in The each individual within-must make
University News. Sept 25). More a commitment to do so.
~n 440,OOO:-nearly half a mil-. The university and theASBSU
Iionl-e-aluminum cans sold on mu,st:takethe lead to educate atleast
the, university community' and to
find appropriate, workable ways to
recycle on campus. Perhaps the first
place to begin would be for The
University News to provide recy-
cling bins at each location the news-
paper is dislributed. -
Michael Jones
Graduate Student, Biology
The University News Page S October 16, 1989
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20,000 nuclear weapons inspire protest at INEL
say to any threatening nation "We weapons. The United States is
by Roger Hayes got ya covered." In fact, according indeed awash in plutonium.
Special to TheUniversity News to DefenseDepartmentinformation, The second major nuclear
we have them covered about 20 weaponsfactoryproposedforldaho
Remember the day when the times over. The first few hundred is the $4-billion New Production
secretaries of Defense and Energy missiles could wipe out all majorcit- Reactor, which comes with a mis-
called you up and asked you for iesandmiIitaryinstaIlationsonearth sion of "redundancy in tritium pro-
permission to make thousands of and leave devastation and nuclear duction."Tritium is used to enhance
, nuclear warheads in your name? winter in their wake. Yet the De- the explosive power of
And then they asked you to pay for fense Departmen.t asks ~/or. _ ............__ '__
cleaning up the mess they had ere- more bombs. And the ..' '~---" ,
ated? No? You don't remember? Of Energy Departmentasks' '
course you don't. Because they for more bomb facto-'" . ...
didn't. They didn't ask you or your ries.
parents or your grandparents. And At the same time,
they are not asking you now if you we are asked to for-
want to inherit billions of dollars of sake education. At the
debt, tens of thousands of nuclear same time, we are
weapons and millions of cubic feet ' asked to turn our heads
of radioactive waste. and not provide for our'
On Oct. 22, from 10 a.m. to 3 hungry and homeless.
p.m., people from all parts of Idaho Arc more nuclear weapons
will gather near the main gate (the a good use of our money?
intersection of highways 20 and 26) There are two major nu-
of the Idaho National Engineering clear weapons factories proposed
Laboratory for a peaceful rally to for construction in Idaho. The first, the
expressthebeliefthatnuclearweap- $3 billion Special Isotope Separator,
ons factories should not be built in would uscarrexperimemal laser tech-
Idaho-c-or anywhere. These Idaho nology to separate weapon-grade plu-
pioneers of peace, among them tonium from other isotopes. In its 10-
teachers.carpenters.scientists.truck year mission, the SIS would "cap-
drivers, students and parents, share ture" an additional four metric tons
the commitment to return environ- of plutonium fornuclcarwarheads,
mental sanity to our world. This fourtons is on topofthe 100
There are more than 20,000 tons in storage now, plus the six
U.S. nuclear weapons ready to metric tons that become
vaporize their respective targets. It available each year
would seem that we could honestly from the decom-
missioning of old
nuclear warheads. Redundancy cold-war thinking and build more
might be more aptly called absurd- nuclear weapons factories. We must
ity, ' instead recomm it our nation's ethi-
The Department of Energy cal and intellectual resources to stop
seeks to build these weapons facili- this madness. We must redirect our
ties even though we have no safe, money to clean up past mistakes, to
long-term storage site for their retool American industry, to pro-
waste. Plutonium has a half life of vide schools, homes and public
24,000 years. This means that after libraries for our people and to pur-
24,000 years, half the radioactivity sue more productive endeavors such
of plutonium remains. Trit- as alternative energy and cancer
ium has amuch shorter half research.
life of only 12 years, but it We can sit in our easy chairs
is a highly water soluble and be depressed, or we can go out
. gas and its production, to the proposed weapons produc-
handling and storage are tion site and say, "NO. NOT HERE.
dangerous at best. If it NOT ANYWHERE!" Oct. 22 is a
comes in contact with day of opportunity for each of us-
water, it cannot be re- it's the day to claim our home, to
moved. Obviously this stand on the high desert plain and
nuclear garbage cannot be say,"This land belongs to all of us.
stored above the Snake River Wc wantto scc life-enhancing proj-
plain aquifer. The aquifer provides ects here. We want our home a safe
drinking water to nearly a quarter home. And we won't settle for
'of our state. It is the lifeblood of anything else!"
southern Idaho. Bring snacks and warm clothes
Reader, you as a voter andtax- for the one-day trip to INEL. Tick-
, payernow have a due and payable bill for "ets for thebus from Boiscare $14.50.
over $100 billion to clean up the hun- Or get three of your friends to car-
dreds of square miles nuclear weapons pool over with you. Call us at 344-
production facilities have already dam- 9161 for more information.
aged. Add to this the'cost to modernize What better place to show the
the 17'nuclear weapons production fa- world how to make the right choices
cilities in the U.S.-as much as $150'lhan in Idaho, land of wilderness,
billion more. Our current budget deficit beauty, and spirited pioneers?
is $146 billion. It is immoral to further If not us, who? If not now,
. mortgage the economic future of our when?
country to nuclear weaponry, Hayes is thepresident cf the Snake
We cannot go forward with our
'~eorge acted wisely ln Poncmcnloncoup attempt
Intervention was a happy and moving French troops from NATO Marines occupied Nicaragua off and
productivepastirnein the early years 'command: American influence on until Franklin Roosevelt's ad-
of the Cold War. American aid or waned as the rest of the world re- ministration installed the Somoza
CIA intrigue snatched Greece, covered from. World War II and dynasty and founded the little na-
Turkey, Iran and Guatemala out of .regained its self-respect. Contain- tion that became our most' reliable
the hands of the godless commu-.' mentbecamemoredifficultasthose Central American anti-communist
nists like taking candy from a baby. we wished to contain becameless ally. In 1954, Allen Dulles' CIA
America could not save China, and recognizable. The first lesson of helped to engineer the replacement
failed to reunite North Korea to the, Vietnam, after.the French defeat in of the socialist Mosaddegh govern-
South, but did save South Korea 1954, said never trust a surrogate ment with the Pahlavi monarchy,
from reunification with the com- making Iran a pivot of American
munist North. In 1956, President strategy in the Middle East. In the
Eisenhower made intervention an"T .' 'll. late 1970s, those actions came
American monopoly, telling the woimportanta leS around to bite American policy in
French and English to Iay offEgypL had suddenly turned' the ass. Thy religious regime that
American Marines could land in' .• r 'replaced the Shah of Iran redefined
Lebanon.butthe Britishandf'rench on us With contempt anti-WestemismintheArabWorld.
h Id bO' t th busin ss of d h ho d d th The Sandinistas in Nicaragua took
s ou go a u e e an au e , ·an ere. their name from a local, hero whomanaging the disintegration of their u
empires. The United States not was no saving them." fought American Marines in the
only led the free world through the . 1920s and '30s. Both carried long-
1950s but could prod and coerce it standing contempt, even hatred, for
into the American line. ' the United States into power,. and
The eildof the- '50s saW the' made it, atleast tacitly, part of their
beginning of the end, to absolute with such an important job. The .' domestic and foreign policies. Two
American supremacy in the Free 'second lesson, after the fall of Saigon irnportantallies had su~denly turned
World. In 1959 Fidel Castro made in ,197~, saidmake sure you picked on us with contemptandhatred, and
Cuba a sym!><>Iof resistailce to thewinnerbeforeyougotinyolved. there was no saving them. After
American dominance of the West- Then came the lessons of Iran anddeeadesofstabiIity; twoofourgreat-
ern Hemisphere. Ataboutthesame Nicaragua. est containment successes had
time Charles DeGaule made France Iran and Nicaragua did not turned sour .•
the outlaw of NATO, building an qualify as "trouble spots" in, the So what should President
independeritnucleararscnalandre- early days of the Cold War. U.S. George Bush,former head of the
CIA, have done in Panama? Nori-
ega 'is wearing out his welcome
with his own people, but he still
holds a firm grip on authority in the
country.' At this point, his opposi-
tion is not tough enough to turn him
out, American assistance in a fail-
ure would involve lossofface, some-
thing wedo not have much left of in
Latin America. Participation in a
successful coup would taint the new,
government as puppets of U.S.
imperialism. Standing by until the
dust settles,' and recognizing a new
regime immediately if Panama is
lucky enough to have one, sounds '
like a judicious course.
So 'give George credit for at
least staying awake during the last
10 years: He is not Ronald Reagan.
He knows history used wisely can-
not tell us the future, but can tell l:S
where y/e have been and where we
do not want to go. Itis interesting
that one finds America's best repu-.
tation in thoseplaceswhere we failed
to intervene when it looked liked
we might influence events. For
instance, Hungary, in 1956,
Czechoslovakia in 1968,orPoland
since 1945. Think about it.
by Dave Kennedy
.The University News .
Something about President
George Bush sitting on his hands
while an effort to oust Panamanian
drug dealer General Manuel Nori-
ega failed seems fitting and wise.
After all, if George learned any-
, thing during his years inWash1ng-
ton he knows how hard it is to pick
a winner in these cases. He also saw
the consequences of well intentioned
but misguided covert action. A
quick look back-say to theNica-
raguan revolution-reveals that
successful revolutions have a
momentum of their own. Looking
back a little further, to the Ameri-
can-backed coup against Prince
Sihanoukin Cambodia, showllthat
there arc no guarantees in third
World politics. The kind of caution
the Bush Administration showed in
Panama may mark a 'watershed in
post-war American foreign policy.
We have suffered the consequences
of successful containment, and of
'. intervention beyond our means.
. Perhaps we have finally found the
ability to relax and see what hap-
pens.
, , ~.. .
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Rehabilitation Services Administra-
tion.
The organization, which pro-
vides outdoor recreation services
for the physically handicapped. has
received funding from the Depart-
mentofEducation for the past three
years.
In addition' to the recreation
therapist, AMAS will be adding a
weightlifting station, .lightweight
sports wheelchairs for its wheel-
chair basketball program and a
special saddle for horseback riding.
according toAMAS director Nancy
Ertter. AMAS also will increase its
offerings of workshops.
AMAS also received a 1983
Chevy Suburban from US West,
which it will use to tow a horse
trailer and a specially adapted pon-
toon boat.
BSU Library
hosts wilderness
exhibit through
Dec. IS
In observance of the 25th anni-
versary of the National Wilderness
Act, the BSU Library has prepared
an exhibit of books, manuscripts.
maps and photos about the Idaho
wilderness.
The exhibit is titled "The Idaho
Wilderness: Nature's Gift to Man"
and focuses on the way Idahoans
have viewed and used the state's
wild lands. from earliest explora-
tions to the establishment of legally
designated wilderness areas in the
1960s. 1970s and 1980s.
The exhibit is open during
regular library hours (7:30 a.m- 11
p.m. Monday-Thursday, 7:30 a.m.-
7p.m.Friday, lOa.m.-6p.m. Satur-
day and noon-lO p.rn, Sunday)
through Dec. 15. It is.located in the
.Library's third-floor display area
adjacent to the Frank Church Room.
The exhibit is free. For more'
information, call BSU archivist Alan
Virta at 385-3958.
VoTech's annual
Hobo March set
for Oct. 20
Students in BSU's School of
Vocatiorial'Iechnical Education arc
seeking donations of cash and mer-
chandise to be used as prizes for
participants in the school's 36th
annual Hobo March. This year's
march will take place Oct 20.
Thesmdents, decked out in their
wildest "hobo" attire, will hit the
streets from 6 a.m. to I p.m, seeking
cash donations from pedestrians and
motorists. The Hobo March has
raised more than $300.000 since it
The University News
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The program title, date and time,
and registration fee are listed. To
receivea detailed outline ofany of
the programs, contact the Center for
Management Development at 385-
1126 or 385-3861.
"Organizational Leadership Se-
ries: Dealing, with Employee
Complaints," Oct 17, 7~1Op.m.•
$39.
"Effective Managerial Leader-
ship." Oct. 20, 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m .•
$115.
"Successful Marketing Series:
Winning New Customers-Market
Segmentation. Research and Posi-
tioning," (ITFS) Oct. 23, 7-10 p.m.,
$45.
"Basics of Lotus 1-2-3," Oct.
25,6:30-9:30 p.m., $50.
began in 1953.
Proceeds benefit scholarships
and financial aid for vo-tech stu-
dents. Donations are tax deduct-
ible.
For more information. contact
the Student Coordinating Commit-
tee adviser Sally Zitelli at 385-1876
or Carol Daigle at 385-4029.
Fall programs
.offered through
Management
Development
Center
The Center for managementde-
veloprnent, part of the BSU College
of Business. is providing a series of
programs that address the needs of
area businesses and allow individu- .
als to update and add to their profes-
sional skills. There are now eight positions
Most professional develop- opening for ASBSU Senator-at-
ment programs arc offered, on, the large. Candidate packets are avail-
BSU campus. but they maybCpre- "able'iriAsBSU office on thescconif'
sented in-house for organizations floor of the SUB.
thathavesufficientenrolleesorwish Deadline for petitions to be
to have programs customized for turned in with 50 names is 5 p.m.•
their particular needs. In addition. a Oct 19. If the deadline cannnot be
number 'of the center's offerings met, write-in candidacy forms must
~i11 be aV.~lable over the Interac- ?_~filed with the Election Board no
uve TeleVISIOnfor Students (I1FS) later than three days prior to first
network. ,.. day of polling.
~ollowmg ISa bnefl?ok at the The Fall 1989 General Elcc-
remainder of the Professional De- tion will be held Nov. 8 and 9.
velopment Programs fall schedule
Petition deadline
nears for ASBSU
positions
Not All The BookslOUNeed
For School Are Expensive.
. .
'lakeThis One. .
A First Security Bank Student Check Book
is one of the best bargatns you'll find anywhere.
For starters, there's what it costs to get
one. Nothtng All you have to do is make a
deposit-cas little as $25. We even pay for your
, first order of checks. Then every month you can
write up to 10 checks without a service charge.
Most students rarely write more than that, but
if you do, you'll be charged only 50 cents for
each additional, check.
You also get a'Hrst Security Cash Card
that you can use in any HandiBank or PLUS® .
SystemlVISA Network ATM. There are over
32,000 of them worldWide-usually one on or
near campus. . ,
On top of all the other advantages, a
Student Checking Account also earns variable
interest on every dollar over $1000.
Now if only every book you need for
school were this
useful. And c~eap.F'''5t "
To get yours, J~st '5e'~ul"'r"lIl1
stop by any Pirst ,,-.1 , • l fI..!:B .
Security Bank Bank SOl
office. Gnrently Giving 110%.
Member F.D.I.C.
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BSU'sAdult
Learning Center
offers class on
solo parenting
A class for single parents who
are looking for ways to increase
self-esteem and become more ef-
fective as individuals and as parents
is being offered by BSU's South-
west Center for New Directions at
the Adult Learning Center. The
center is a service for single parents
and displaced homemakers.
The class. taught by counselors
BonnieCapcIl,Joan Hill and Ranclle
Nabring, will meet from 2:30-4:30
p.m. Oct. 16 and 23 at 1110 Ver-
mont. Child care is not available at
the site.
To pre-register. call 385-3278.
AMAS Program
receives thi rd~·-
year grant
BSU's Alternate Mobility
Adventure Seekers (AMAS) pro-
gram has hired a part-time certified
recreation therapist and will be ex-
panding its programs and equip-
mentthanks to a $58,920 grant from
the U.S. DepartmentofEducation's
',',',', t'""
,", , , . .' j
. - ":--: '" . - - _._";"" .- .....~... ,
pros-pect (pros 'pekt') n. 1. Something expected or forseen;
possibility. 2. prospects Chances for success. --v. "To explore or
search about.
Hang out and dance with Fetchin' Bones
and Psychic Knot at the Zoo on Oct ..2l "
. 0...----------;;----
by David Lentz Ei=ta-
The University News ~
and on a melodic "BO~OH-OH-ONE
WORKl" for the chorus. Overall, this
song is truly good, yet uncharacteristic
of Monster, and a strong Ramones
influence pervades. ,
Fetehin' Bones are big on guitars. "
The straightforward, smooth power '
chords add some simple color to the
bare basics put down by the bass and '
drums, while lead vocalist Hope
Nicholls does what she does allover the
place. The vocals are unrestricted,
uninhibited, but not sloppy. Hope
Nicholls was not the type of child to
color inside the lines.
The result is a sound diverse within
itself, somewhat scauered. Homogeny
is not what comes of this style. Rarely
on Monster do all the pieces tome' .
together to copy one another. .Morc
often we hear what sounds like a well-
done jam session-free-form, loose
musical cooperation.
Though the arrangements sometime
seem tricky, the .song-writing and
overall style of Fetchin' Bones is plain
old, nothing-fancy rock. The simplicity
of each song makes the whole album
very listenable, and the music in general
Fetehin' Bones, a five-piece rock-
n-roll outfit from Charlotte, NC,
recently released their fourth album.
Titled Monster, this new work faIls into
an uncharted area that is either highly
polished alternative music, or plain old
pop music with a hell of a bite. ,
Monster opens with the "lightly
funky, fully rockin' "Love Crushing."
This particular cut, as evinced by its ap-
pearances on mainstream radio' and
MTV, definitely plays the pop role. The
melody's catchy, the, lyrics are quirky,
and 'the rest is simple enough to make
"Love Crushing" the kind of song that
sticks in your head. '
At the other end of the rainbow is a
song called "Bonework." Equally
simple, quirky, and rockin' as "Love
Crushing." The approach the Bones
have taken here ,is relatively extreme.
The instruments are at their most '
powerful, and the vocals consist of
screaming foreign words on the verse
very accessible. Of course, this also
leads to a limited life for Monster;
anything this simple can only be taken
in moderation.
Anything with this kind of In-your-
face presence, however, should make
for a pretty cool time when Fetehin'
Bones come to Boise this Saturday
night. The Student Programs Board is
sponsoring the show, which takes place
at the Zoo, and begins at 9 p.m. The
opening band is Psychic Knot. Students
who plan ahead can get a ticket in
advance at any Select-a-Seat outlet for
just $4.50. Regular people pay $7.50 in
advance, and everyone pays $7.50 at the
door. Hangin' out and dancing will be
the orders of business, and familiarity
with the music need not be an issue. '
. "Fetch/n' Bones? Never heard 'em." So
what? It'sfour and a half bucks for
, something you're bound to grasp. It's a
more-or-less mainstream sound (you
needn't think of gigs at the Zoo like for-
eign films), and if you're old and have
to drink, you can do that too while the
rest of us, any age, can groove to some
simplefun. See you there-I'll be the
one sitting alone.
We will miss
you Graham
I
-by Lee Arnold
The University News
With what seems
like a generation that
has been raised on
Monly Python's
Flying Circus, it
seems an injustice
that Ihaven't heard
more about the
untimely death from
cancer last week 01 founding Pythoner _
Graham Chapman, at the too-young age
-of48.
He may not have gotten the recent '
mainstream commercial attention other
members of that farcical, irreverent
troupe have won-like John Clccsc or
Terry Gilliam, or even EricTdle:-HliC
Chapman was such a vital part of the
success of the weekly half-hour comedy
that first captured public television
watchers back in the '70s and the $1.50
midnight showings of The Holy Grail or
And Now for Something Completely
Different or (if your folks let you) The
Life of Brian, that it seems any kid in
high school who couldn't get a date on
a Friday or Saturday night (of course,
we're not talking about me) back then
was kept alive and sane by him.
It's difficult to assess the individual
characters of each member who made
up that wacky assemblage from their
performances on the TV show-the
frenetic melange of sketches, weaving
in and out of one another, was not a
format that lent itself to strong identifi-
able personalities. But Chapman came
out more in the Monty Python films,
and was the lead character (or as close
as you could get) in the two most
memorable ones-King Arthur in The
Holy Grail and Brian, the reluctant
Messiah of The-LIFE of Brian. His
best-suited type of character really
seems to come out in the former-that
stiff-lipped, terribly British type who
thinks he's in control, but falls apart at
the least sign of chaos, only to take the
credit for saving the day when things
work out Consider the classic 'scene
from the Holy Grail, (fco,!! Scene 24, a
"smashing scene with some lovely -
acting") where Arthur, his Knights of -
the Round Table almost completely
decimated, is the last one (with Terry
Jones as Sir XXXXXXXX) about to
cross the Bridge of Death, where failure
to answer the Old Man's three questions
correctly means certain death-an
invisible force that sweeps the unfortu- _
nate one in-to the chasm below:
Old Man: Stop! Whosoever
crosses the Bridge of Deatli must
answer these three questions please!
Then the other side he sees. Whal ...is
your-name? -.
Arthur: II is I, Arthur, King of the
Britons!' ,
OM: Whal ...is your quest? -
A: To seek the Holy Grail! .
OM: Whal ...is the air-speed
velocity of an unlaiden Swallow?
A: Well, which do you
mean ..African or European?
OM: Well, I.] don't know thatl
Unvisibleforc« sweepsthe Old
Man into the chasm 10 a certain death),
Sir XXXXXXXX to Arthur: How,
did you know 10 ask him that? -
Well ...you've got to know these things
when you're a king.
We'll miss you, Graham. ,C
, "" . \ , ,
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36th annual Hobo March, throuj
Boise, 6 a.m .• I p.m. Benefit for
scholarships and financial aid for stud,
BSU's School ofYocational Technic;
Education.
OCTL~
SPB film, Dangerous Liaisons. 8
Student Union Ada Lounge.
--OCTlo'-·
Alcohol Awareness Week, Happy
Birthday Ray, a half-hour film, noon - 2
p.m., Student Union Union Street Cafe. The
High Cost of Drinking and Driving. a panel
discussion featuring experts from car
insurance industry' and legal sysiem, 7 p.m.,
Towers Main Lounge.
Poetry Reading, .Chiuicspotts,'S'p.m.,
Nuts Comedy Club, 620 W. Idaho. $2
donation requested.
S'PB film, The Wizard of Oz, 8 p.rn.,
SPEC. All SPB-sponsored films are free to
BSU students with activity cards,$1 for
BSU faculty and staff and high school
students and $2.50 for the general public. The 36th annual Hobo March happens
Friday between 6 a..m, and 1 p.m,
Harpist Harvi Griffin, 8 p.m., ~
Also-featuring the BSU Jazz Choir un
direction of Edmund Winston. Spons
the Student Programs Board. Tickets
$2.50 students and $5.50 general adm
from all Select-a-Seat outlets.
Alcohol Awareness Week, Do It
Dance, 8 p.m. - 1 a.m., Towers Dorrr
Lounge.
Merry Widow, a Boise Opera
presentation, 8 p.m., Morrison Ccnto
Tickets are $25, $20, $16.50, $12 and
all Select-a-Seat outlets.
A $3 discount is available for student!
, .
The Oct. 20 SPB film presentation Dangerous
Liaisons. stars Glenn Close and John Malkovlch,
Gay and Lesbian Alliance (GALA)
Meeting- Friday, October 20 at 7 p.m.,
Student Union Annex. 1005 Michigan Ave.
(Across University Drive from the Student
Union) .Ouesfons? Call Ann 345-7495 or
Brian at 336-5160.
Phi AlphifTheta·HistoryClub
Meets 2nd & 4th Thursdays of every month
. in the History Dept. conference room.
Chi Alpha Pentacostal Movement of BSU
Meeting Oct. 19 at 8 p.m. in the StUdent
Union Nez Perce room.
ASBSU recognized c:ubs and organizations
may publlsh the dale, time and place of Ihelr
scheduled meellngfor the upcoming week In
this space •. Come 10The University News
office between 12 noon-4 pm Mon.·Frl. ::nd fill
oul a meetings form.
ASBSU Senate caucus, 4 p.m.,
Student Union Senate Chambers.
Alcohol Awareness Week, singer and
guitarist Sara La Riverie, 5 p.rn., Residence
Hall Dining Room.
ocr I!
Alcohol Awareness Week. Happy
Birthday Ray, a half-hour film, noon - 2
p.m., Student Union Union Station. Panel
discussion at 7 p.m. in the Towers Dorm
Main Lounge.
Campus Crusade for Christ
Meetings are Friday nights at 7:30 p.m. in
Business building room 102.
Political SCience Association
Meeting Tuesday, Oct. 17 in the Student Union
Caribou room. For more information call Kim
at 385'1458 between 1:30-5:00 p.m.
OCIl~ Adilertising Club
Marketing, Ad Design, Art & Communication
Majors or anyone interested in advertising is
encouraged to come. Meetings are every
. Monday at s p.m. Studenl Union Teton room
For more infoonation call Nelda at 344-1168.
Students International Meditation Society
Gandharva Veda Video Concert
Oct. 27 at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Nez Perce room.Alcohol Awareness Week, singer and
guitarist Sara La Riverie, noon, Student .
Union Union Street Cafe. - .,
ASBSU Senate meeting, 4 p.m.,
Student Union Senate Chambers:
iughout
udentsof
tical
8 p.m.,
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.The cover of Fetchin Bones
latest release Monster. The
band will appear in concert
at the Zoo on Oct. 21. Tickets
are $4.50ror BSU students
iu advance and $7.50 general
and at-the-door. For more
information on' Fetchin Bones,
see the preview on page 7.
Harpist Harvi Griffin:
See page 7 for more
. information on his Oct.
20 Boise concert.
. Pro-basketball travels to Boise.
Legendary rollt artist Joan
Baez· will perform Oct •. 24
on the Morrison center stage.
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BSU Invitational women's cross
countrymeet,BSU.
OClLl
Violin masterclass presented by
Charles Castleman, 4 p.m., Morrison
Center Recital Hall. Free and open to all
musicians. For more information, call the
BSU music department al385-177i.
Blue Thunder Day, noon - 6 p.m., Park
Center Mall. Pre-game rally and party with
Keith Stein Blue Thunder Marching Band,
music, food and free sbuule,
Football, BSU vs. Montana State, 6
p.m., Stadium. .
Fetchin Bones with Kill for Thrills
and Psychic Knot, 9 p.m, - 1:30 a.m.,
The Zoo located at 1124 Front St. Advance
tickets are $4.50 for students and $7.50
general from all Select-a-Seat outlets ..
Tickets arc available at the door for $7.50 for
everyone.
For more information about
the Boise Opera presentation
of the Merry Widow, see Will
Spearman's preview on page 11.
Merry Widow, a Boise Opera
presentation, 2 p.m., Morrison Center,
Tickets arc $25, $20, $16.50, $12 and $7 at
all Select-a-Seat outlets.
A $3 discount is available for students.
OCILL,
SPB film, Psycho, 8 p.m., SPEC.
Mon., Oct. 23
SPB Film, The Wizard of Oz, 8 p.m.,
SPE.C.
Tues., Oct: 24
Portland Trailblazers vs. Indiana
Pacers, 7:30 p.m., Pavilion. Tickets arc.
$8 adults $5 for children 12 and under from
all Selcct-a-Scal outlets, .
Joan Baez in concert, 8 p.rn., Morrison
Center, Tickets arc $16.50 and $14 from all
Select-a-Seat outlets .
Psycho is the SPB film Oct. 22 at 8 p.m, in the SPEC.
Jr1L ~ <>.:i..::m::-Il. ~
Landscapes In Black and White. and
Centennial Ceramics Exhibit,
Gallery of Art, Liberal Arts Building.
Features silverprint photos by James R.
Burkhard and clay work by Carol Canter,
Larry Clark, Anila'de Castro, Mall Geddis,
. Tony Martin, LaVar Steele, John Takahara
.and Ron Taylor. Exhibit continues through -
·Oct. 20. Gallery hours are 9 a.m. ·5p.m. '
Monday through Friday and 1 - 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
Wade Waters art exhibit, acrylic and oil
paintings,Second Floor Gallery of the
Student Union. Exhibit Continues through
Nov. 3.
Phenomenological A.tif'acts, the
_ photographic artistry of Janis Gail
, Goodheim, Student Union Boisean Lounge.
Exhibit continues through Nov. 3. Art by Anita de Castro
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Bambi, Working·Girl
released on video
Cliff sorts
.through the
October
video heap
the "Eeeeeevil" Christopher
L1oyd,RogerRabbil is an
incredible mesh of great anima-
tionandlive acting .. An instant
classic, "ppppppleeeease" do
yourself a favor andrent a copy.
Working Girl, Mike Nichol's
Cinderella story that brought a
long-deserved widespread
audience to its star, Melanie
C'I've got a mind for business and
a bod for sin") Griffith, is afun
romp in the executive offices of
Manhattan. Nominated for a slew
of Oscars, the film is a breath of
romantic comedy fresh air given
perfect comic. tumsby Sigourney
Weaver-a scream as the bitchiest
bitch this side ofI.eona Helmsley-
-and Harrison Ford, as respec-
tively, her boss and partner/love
interest.
Other movies now on tape:
Disney's most beautiful (and
perhaps most heart-breaking)
animated film, Bambi, the story of
The University NeWs
the little fawn who, along with
Flower, Thumper, and Fauna,
learn about life in the forest
Major League, the silly, money-
making baseball movie that never
would have made it alit of spring
training without the previous
success of Bull Durham or its trio
of hunky stars: Corbin Bernson,
Tom Berringer, and Charlie
Sheen. A World Apart. the best
anti-apartheid movie made to
date, based on the true-life
experiences of a white South
African woman who was impris-
oned for the cause. Barbara .
Hershey gives another outstand-
ing performance in ;1 very topical
film.
Finally, there are some titles
being released that haven't ever
seen the inside of a movie theatre.
Sometimes these can be buried
treasures but, more times than riot,
they are buried for good reason.
They include Lady Terminator,
Accidents. The Fantastic World of
D.C. Collins. Cleo Leo. Blood-
suckers (now why in the world
didn't that play here?), and Dead
Easy (a combination sequel to The
Big Easy and Night of the Living
Dead, perhaps?) One or two of
these may be worth seeing-but
you can spend your hard earned
cash to find out. I'll stick with
Bambi.
.BefoleYou buya typewriter .
Itpays todoyour nomework.
by Cliff Hall
The University News
Your local video outlet will
be very popular in the next couple
of weeks,what with Halloween
just around the comer and cooler
weather almost imminent ..And
you might find yourself standing
in longer lines th~ usual when
you go to rent since some of the Wings of Desire, was given so
best video releases of the year will .much critically exultant praise
be available within the next eight when it was released last year that
t~ ten days. it instantly went to the summit of
There are several award many reviewers "top ten films of
winners expected. The topPer is the decade"lists-including mine.
David Lean's spectacular desert . This was certainly the best film of
opus, Lawrence of Arabia-the 1988 and for so many good
re-leased, originallength version reasons. Achingly beautiful, it's
which opened once again in in German and English (in places)
theatres last spring to critical with subtitles and is, ultimately,
raves. This 1962, seven time one of the most life-affirming
Academy Award winner (incIud- tales ever put on film. There are
ing Best Picture, Director, Score, angels living in Berlin ...
. and Cinematography) was Peter The biggest money maker of
O'Toole's first leading role and it last year and winner of four
made him an instant filar (al- (technical) Academy Awards,
though he was, sadly, overlooked Who Framed Roger Rabbit is one
as Best Actor). Lawrence is being of those films that must be seen to
released in the "lctterbox" format be believed. I mean,any movie
which means none of the breath- where Bugs Bunny, Yosemite
taking Panavision vistas will be Sam, Daffy Duck, DonaldDuck,
lost on your dinky home screen. Betty Boop, and Mickey Mouse
A real must see! all appear together has to be a real
The next award winner, Wim hoot. And with real-life actors,
Wender's brilliant, haunting Bob Hoskins, Joanna Cassidy, and
1ZI7,000 Character Memory
1ZI24 Character Display
1ZIinsert
1ZISpell-Right" 50,000 Word
Electronic Dictionary
1ZIFull-Line Correction
- 1ZICorrecting Cassette
1ZIRight Ribbon System ~
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lZIList
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1ZIAuto CenterlReturn
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1ZIEnd of Page Warning
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1ZIBi-Directional Print
1ZIStop Codes
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lZIBoldPrint
1ZIForwardlReverse Index
1ZIAuto Half-Space
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. rewarding. Just study the remarkable features o~the anything but a Smith Corona typewriter.
Smith Corona XD 5600 and compare them With· Thouzh we've packed all these features into a
other typewriters. . portable that weighs under 14 pounds, we've been
. A&er all, how many comparably priced type-. able to keep the cost equally lightweight.
writers give you word processing capabilities hke The versatile Smith. Corona XD 5600. It makes
.Display and Memory, so you.can e.dit, rev~ and . buying a typewriter ..• _ SMITH
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Seeking excellence in BODYBUILDING?
FREE SEMINAR by Sports Nutrition
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5 Mi{e pfaza- Overland 1Wai- 376-8484
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"SPEAKING OF DREAMS" WORLD TOUR
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New Metheny Group release worth the price tog
s
The University~ews
r •~~~~~~;;J~~~doubt that this is a Methenyby Randy Yadon album, flashing b ck to his '84The-University News release First Circle.
Paul Wertico's cymbal work
keeps this tune moving at a tight
up-pace tempo. As Pat breaks into
an inevitable solo, Pedro Aznar
accompanies him in a soft note-
for-note scat. This is one of the
few numbers on the album in
which classic Metheny shines
through.
"Every Summen>Night," cut
two side one, is a snappy song
where Pat pierces your ears with
his synclavier solo and Lyle Mays
introduces himself with genius-
ness ringing from the keyboards.
"Spring Ain't Here" is
probably the best cut on the
album. Steve Redby on bass gives
the music a deep and full feeling
which allows Pat to work out his
improvisational guitar solos. This
tune starts with simplicity in
rhythm and only two instruments,
then builds up in the number of -
instruments as well as the
complexity of their harmonies. It
is here that percussionist Ar-
mando Marcal shines through on
the bongos. This passage also is a
new twist on the jazz-fusion style
that Metheny has developed over
the years. The last piece on the
album is truly the clincher on this
record. The title track, "Letter
)
The Pat Metheny Group's
latest album Letter From Home is
exciting and new. This is Pat's
16th full-length album with an
additional six long-play singles to
his credit. It follows a long and
impressive tradition of style that
Metheny has established in the
world of jazz.
-. For those who prefer the
traditional sounds of Duke _
Ellington, Wynton Marsallis and
Coleman Hawkens, Metheny may
not always fit into your definition
of "jazz." His style is progressive
with feelings of both traditional
jazz and new-age instrumental,
He has been one of the leaders in
bringing about the current wave
of jazz-fusion and Windham Hill
type artists to the forefront of the
music industry and to the atten-
tion of the record buying public.
Letter From Home is an
album that may surprise old
Metheny listeners with its -
commitment to new material
without leaving the style to which
they have grown accustomed. Yet
it offers the new listener 18 years
worth of.ml)sJ~1 scholarship,
From the first track on side one,
"Have YouHeard,' there is no
t,
f
e
by WIII.Spe<;mnan ~ PI~~e Merry Widow revolves
The University News _ around the hopeful attentions of
------,---- -- Hanna (Anna) Glawari, a lovely
When Hungarian-born composer Pontevedrian widow visiting her
Franz Lehar's operetta The Merry country's embassy in Paris.
Widow, (Die Lustige Witwe), was (Lebar's Pontevedro was modeled
first produced in Vienna in;1905, after the Balkan country of
the theater's owners forecasted Montenegro, a duchy Central
imminent disaster; The show was Europeans loved to ridicule at the
too risque', too cabaret, too - time). If the widow should find
Parisienne, It became, however, ,- romance amid the Parisian high
one of opera's little miracles, society, and wish to remarry, she
eventually turning Lehar into a will lose her country's fortunes,
much-sought after millionaire. unless she chooses a native of her
Never able to live up to the own soil.
promise of The Merry Widow, Enter Count Danilo Danilovich,
Lehar slowly faded from the former suitor to the widow, who
limelight. Yet, Widow continues unwillingly finds himself falling
to be the "big draw" of many in love with The Merry Widow,
repertory companies' summer once again. Before the requisite
productions. Audiences continue, "happy ending ....however, the
as well, to be delighted by the - subplots run rampant with
showy Can-Can dance numbers, flirtations, mistaken identities and
romantic waltzes, and intriguing _ coying mischief.
!Jfo MECOMI NG
-KING-William Eddins
QUEEN- Voolto Singh·
PRINCESS-Kirsten Kiesel
PRINCE- Julio Garcia
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From Home" is a new-age-style
tunc written to please the most
adroit of listening ears. Lyle Mays
_manipulates the piano while
Metheny shows off his soprano
guitar. Beautiful.
Other songs offer delicate
solos by Pat and Mays while
trying to test Pedro Aznar's vocal
limits in the unique "Nab De De
Na Nah Ne Dab." -
-5lwards given out the week of Homecoming:'
Art from the cover of the Pat Metheny Group's latest release Letter From Home,
Boise Opera will present Lchar's
passionate operetta for their
"Idaho Gala" 1989-90 season
opener, at the Morrison Center,
Oct. 20 at 8 p.m. A repeat
matinee performance is scheduled
for Sunday, Oct. 22 at 2 p.m,
Audiences will, no doubt, be
familiar with many of the show's
memorable melodies, including
"Maxim's," the Can-Can dance
number, as well as the famous
"Merry Widow Waltz," a capti-
vating slow waltz which reshaped
the style of operetta.
Guest performers soprano Adele
Baker-Kaszas of Calgary, Canada
and baritone Ralph Wells of
Portland, will sing the parts of the
widow-and the Count before
-_ glittering and magnificent sets
shipped from New York City,
under the guidance of renowned
set director Roy King, also of
New York City. Visiting guests
C.O U-RT
scavenger. Hunt- Mane Line Dancers ; -, - _
President'sAward~ Human Resources ASSOCiation
Gral1dMarshal1 Award- Baptist Campus -Ministties
Alumni Award- B,S.UStudents & Nurses Assoclotlon
To say that Letter.From
Home is theMetheny Gropp's
best album would be saying a
whole lot. It does lack some of the
straight-forward improvisational
tunes of earlier albums, but could
very welI be the best single
collection of music that the group
has produced. Those.who know
and have listened to Metheny over
the years will recognize the music
style as well as the musicians.
However, you will also notice
some new dimensions that the
group hastricd to develop and
play with. To those who havcn't ,
heard of Pat Metheny or his
"Group," he has assembled a
perfect introduction for new fans.
This is worth the price tag and is -
not "just another Metheny
album," but so what if it was.
Boise Opera to stage The Merry Widow Oct. 20 & 22
DUKES- Russ~1IAdshade
William Stephan
Kelly Carlen
soprano Korliss Uecker, New Dr. Jean Marie Belfy, associate
York City, and tenor Douglas professor at BSU will give an
Wunsch, Bloomington, Ind. will opera preview lecture, beginning
sing supporting roles, sharing the - at 7 p.m .• offering more inform a-
stage with talented local artists _ tion on both the operetta and its
tenor Michael Read, baritone composer. '
Brad Ooley, soprano Susan Tickets arc on sale at all Select-
Mayer, baritone Scott Boseman, a-Seat locations, with $3 student
soprano Beth Rinker, tenor Dale discounts available. For more
Ball, baritone Scott Campbell, information contact Boise Opera
mezzo-soprano Bea Eichmann at 345-3531.
Day, and baritone Don Walker.
AN EVENING OF
COHEOY WITH
..',
TICKETS:
$15.50& $13.50
For phone order wilh Master'
Card or Visa call ~S-1110.
, ,'1 1;,\ .1''--'
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Still life
photo by
Sarah'
Luneirurn -
The Protector
by Pat Little .
Michael stood for a moment
in the doorway of the darkened
executive suite, a tall, thin
. silhouette against the bright lights
of the corridor-the night.security
guard, His right hand hovered
defensively over the gun at his
side as he cautiously stepped into-
the room and flipped on the lights, .
his serious brown eyes quickly
scanning the interior.
Everything was as it should
be, nothing out of place:. primi-
tive Navajo blankets stretched and
framed against a wall, one of
them covering a safe; a massive
hand-carved oak desk and two
ladder-back chairs with seats of
tightly woven hemp; shelves
containing leather-bound vintage '
books and crystal decanters filled
with imported French liquors of'
amber and burgundy, Peaceful,
quiet, empty. The tenseness in .his .
shoulders cased and his right arm
relaxed.
Michael liked this office. He
closed the door behind him and
walked across the thick white
carpet. The sensation of quality
beneath his freshly polished black
boots made him fee! important,
eight feet tall, nearly as tall as the
cactus in the comer of the room
that he had drawn his gun on the
first time he had seen it, lurking
like a huge burglar in.the shad-
ows. He stopped in front of the
. large plate glass window, staring
not at we traffic and lights
twenty-one stories below, but at
. his own reflection. He adjusted
the visored cap jauntily on this
thin, brown hair, bringing it low
over an already receding hairline;
squared his shoulders back and
flexed his gun arm. Michaelliked
.what he saw. He was The
Protector.
'. I WaSthe one . . .. ....
'"·whcnemaifledbehind· •..•..
~·{aitingto pick you up ...•.•.•'. .'...•...' ' ...•
. after your dangerous social climb'
tluough 'th~years.· . • ..
.•".the plot remained the same
." ··You'<:ileaveyourpOsf· .
.•....., the futurew~uldsetyou free '..
.....•. '.. . '. ':',~;
'buf y()urabilitYt~uS~' "... . •., .'..•..'
·.<hqsn'l0demechange·mymind·
:blame our troubles on me ....
...•.....•.•..' (or1have rea'tfriendsto find· .
I lotlC Yell "BOOM-DOlW"
CIVI"f/. YAaL' liOA.,.,/ ... BlI.,.
'1H,,~t' "TWINS pegERVE' MCRE
YOURt'7HE(R PAPpy-I"
Yw''OO/IIY *"AR.,.. BcIlAII'I""
1M (io/ll#1l t'IlVC 7b '!CU..EM!
OH !31f"t-V 808, F'~&Ag~.
PONY MilKe fVI~ 76''''' "-,.,5
GECRe:r... &0fV/6 out' OF'11/lrJ
",;'g.,y ot' cOMII "f/ODe: "ICe.
tiki 8e~ORe: ... I... I...
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News anchor advises .internships to learn journalism -
by Perry Waddell
The University News
news, rather than just follow the to go into radio to get into televi-
police around while listening to sion. It was good for me because I
police scanners. developed my voice over a four-
. Van Scoy said anchors have to year period."
do a lot of writing andi.be very VanScoy also developed her ...
knowledgeable about an issue be- voice by reading the newspaper into
fore they do an on-air interview. a tape recorder and playing it back,
They do at least one interview dur- and this training' helped her con-
ing two of the three newscasts that quer a Southern accent. She said
she does in an evening. when she had the accent itwas never
"Obviously for a local show.. an employment hindrance. "Even
, . the reporters do a majority of the, in Huntsville l got offers in Spokane,
writing and we're expected to de- Phoenix and a couple in Califor-
liver it," she said. nia,"
VanScoy said there is a dead-' Van Scoy said intemships are
line of at least 30 minutes before a some of the best ways to learnjour-
newscast for the anchors to get their nalism. "We have Boise State in-
.scripts. "That gives us20minutes to terns here now. They help us out a
read over our Scripts and 10minutes lot and are very important to us.
to go on set, do mike checks, put our They do a little bit of everything. I
ear pieces in and get ready, but it have noticed that most of the interns '
depends on the day. Sometimes we want to be an anchor ... that seems ...
get some scripts just before we air." to be the most' glamorous' job and
Anchors strive toget to bigger it isn't. If they getinto the newsroom
markets and many wish for a job they can see the various jobs and see
with the national networks. "I what they might want to do." Van
. 'thought about it early in my career, . Scoy said good anchors start out as
, I don't think about it much any reporters first, "Good reporters
more because it's a big rat race. It's make good anchors, generally; some
who has the better agent, who can people are naturals, though."
get this reporter three times on the Most of the BSU interns at
air. Being a woman', it's obvious Channel 2 are communication stu-
the ground really isn't there for me. dents but any majorcan intern there.
to be a network anchor unless I Internships can be arranged through
work OIi a morning program. The the communication department.
to iliat ... (because) you concentrate evening news is an all-men 'sclub at
on a lot of death and destruction." this point," Van Scoy said.
She said because of the low crime "You do not necessarily have
rate in Boise, they have to look for ..... ~~~--------_---_ ...
~~\0(M~·
,--_.." ..... ,..lIIIIlIllIl:
Kimberly Van Scoy is a full-
time television news anchor for
KBCI Channel 2. She has a great
deal of news experience at age 29
and has lived in Boise about a year.
Van Scoy started in broadcast-
ing as a radio producer for the Rick
Dees Show in Memphis.
"It was during that job that I
decided that I wanted to beon the
air," she said
Van Scoy was in college at the
time and needed a part-time job.
When Dees went to California, Van
Scoy got a job at a Christian radio
station doing talk shows, interviews
and news. "I wanted to be a disc
jockey," she said. "About seven
months before I got into television,
I got a news reporting job-which
is what I wanted ultimately. I had
figured out in three years on the air
thatIdidn'twanttobeadiscjockey."
"'Van Scoy was reluctant to en"
. tertelevision. Shehadnointerestin
television but was persuaded to
apply by a news director in Mem-
phis. "I started out as a reporter for
two and a half years and then be-
came the weekend anchor ," she said.
From there she worked inHuntsville
and Anchorage before moving to
Boise.
"There is a difference between
a 'Boise' and a larger market. For
example, we covered a story, and it
KBCI Channel 2 news anchor KImberly Van SCoy.
was also in the paper, "Noise From
a concert at Memorial Stadium,"
she said. "In a larger market I don't
think we would have paid attention
~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
'~111 Broadway
In the mall at the end of Broadway
& on the corner of Warm Springs
next to TeBY
385-9961'ed~ralDepository
library Program WELCOME BSU STUDENTSl1/2 Teriyaki Chicken wI
Rice & Green Salad Only
3~~ach'
1/2 Pound Teriyaki Beef
wI Rice & Green SaladPurchase commemorative Idaho slivermedallions that have been proudly
designed and crafted by Idaho artists,
You'll be helping energize local and
statewide Centennial events.
These one-ot-a-knd medallions feature
distinctive Idaho themes and can be
found at many financial Institutions and
specialty shops throughout Idaho.
1/2 Pound Teriyaki Pork
wI Rice & Green Salad
.."
Curried Chicken wI Aice & Green Salad
Extra beef or pork $1.00••.• -.
Open 11 a.m ..- 8 p.m. Monday through Saturday
~.
!~07'clmnilrr"8!'~'
for Information call 208/345·1990
Boise State University"
"International Programs/Studies Abroad
Division of Continuing Education
Smtin'
San Sebastian
France
Avignon
Pau
Germany
Cologne
ltah·
Siena
Turin
England
Bath
London
Mexico
Summer"
PrograDl
<.:.;. .
• Learn or perfect a foreign language • Receive full semester credit from BSU
• Emerse yourself in culture, history, business, • Use existing financial aid-scholarships available
sociology, anthropology, theatre, art, politics • Costs comparable ~ study at home
Travel with BSU and make friends all over the world!
Call today for free brochure. Regisuation deadline for January Programs - November 1
Phone 385·3652 .
Outside Boise area 1·800·632·6586 ext. 3652
Continuing Educatlon:Servlct to Idaho
AVAILABLE AT: "
New Mythology
Comics &,Science Fiction
1725 Broadway 344-6744
Boise TM & CD 1969 Marvel EnlertllinmenfGroup. Inc. All fights reserved.
tr'
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Volley/:?all
BroncOs
lead Big
\,Sky packt .I"lI,1',
by Corky Hansen
The University News
I've been watching BSU play
football for half a season now, and
itappearsto me that for many foot-
ball fans, booze is the main aurae-
tion on a Saturday night when the
Broncos take the field. ".'
For the first home game I was
in the student section with family
and friends. During the first quarter
some idiot sitting behind us barfed
all over us. The punk was drunker
than a worm in a bottle of tequila
and when his body had taken all the
abuse it could handle it began re-
jecting the stomach's contents all
over a friend's back and our
daughter's diaper bag.
...While the idiot's friends were,
smart enough to carry him out be-
fore anyone had a chance to intro-
duce the jerk to a Bronco pack,
angry-fan style, itwas orily the be-
ginning. The people who took their
seats were a couple of middle-aged
folks who had a little bottle they
kept sipping all night .Midway
through the second quarter security .
had to carry some woman out of the
bathroom after she passed out from
:a little too much over-indulgence.
One game right? Wrong. I
have also been in the press box for
a few games and after leaving the
stadium and the locker rooms long
after all the tailgate parties have
ended, you wouldn't believe the
mess in the parking lot: broken
beer bottles, empty flasks, half-
empty bottles of booze mixed among
the candy wrappers and broken
hearts of the losing team.
An attack on anyone but the
consumers of the beverage iswrong.
Alcohol is a major stronghold in the
economic community. .Booze
generates a lot of revenue.
The Keith Stein Blue Thunder
MarchingBand .would still be a'
dream, and theCoors Light Big Sky
Basketball Tournament. might be
"the dud classic" if it weren't for
booze bucks.
. What is amazing is that fo~
every ounce of good connected
by Marjie Geier by Marjie Geier I. with alcoholic revenue, there is
The University News The University News negative out there-and thatnega-
tive is usually some bonehead who
The BSU women's cross coun- The Boise State men's cross doesn't know hislimit, ,
try team placed fifth in the Univer- country team took second place in! Hey! Read my words! It's the
sity of Portland Invitational last the University ofIdaholnvitational I middle-aged guy sitting behind me!
Saturday, Oct 14. last Saturday, Oct .14, finishing .JCs the guy who's rich enough to
The University of Nebraska, behind meet winner University Of •own an R.Y. and have enough
ranked number .one in women's Montana. money left over to buy booze and
cross country ithe nation, took first The Bronco attack was headed park his camper in the Bronco park-
with 53 team points. Second place by Robin Card who placed second . ing lot.
went to the University of Washing- in the 8,000 meter race with a time .' Let me say this on behalf of the
ton, curren t leaders in the Pac Ten of 25'47 'FIrS't place' went to Uni thleti, . . . - a. eticadministration: Ithink there
conference, with 69 points. Wash- versity of Montana standout David ham mi ds ith k
ington State took third place with 'Morris with a time of 25:34. . . . are some s arp mm WI.' een
72 points, The Broncos placed fifth H d c h Ra d M . senses walkingaroundon that endea coac n y ayo said . of. campus who realize there is a
with 189. he was pleased witf his team's problem and are working on it,.
The number one finisher in the performance despite the 'fact that They've added security. They''ve
race was Washington's State's some of his runners started outtoo
Jenny Robertson with a time of fast and were imable to sustain it added people in ~e stands who '.
17:46.30. BSU's top finisher was over the last mile. He said, "todaypatro!. They'vesaidbooze is a no-
Kath K I hied 13th 'th fi no at games. Iy arpe W op ac WI wasour lrst meet all year where the I'm not sure there's much more
a time of 19:37.19. guys have competed the way we that can be done ... However. I for'
Other finiShers for the Broncos wanted them to.". .
were Jenny Hannah with 19:46.88, . Other Bronco' finishers in- one would like to be able to intra-
. Jenny Beatty with 19:49.85; Sara eluded Sid Sullivan with a time of ducemy family to the pleasures and
Herman with 19:51.90; Christine 26:58; Bruce Davidson with a time joys ofathleticcQmpetition without
Olen with20:01.17and DanaPerry of27:06; Daqny Crane with 27; 181 having to wear a raincoat and face
with 20:30.27. . and Mark Lacey with 27: 31. ,mask on sunny days .. "
BSU#24 Robbie Washington Is brought down by NAU #90 Kalen Kamaka'in saturday's home
game. The Broncos beat the Lumberjacks 21~14.
Thomas runs 94 yards for touchdown
by Rob Nesbit
The University News
BSU Athletes of the Week
Chris rhomas--Sophomore
halfback from Kent, Wash. 183
total yards, including a 94-yard
kickoff return for a touchdown
in Saturday's game against
. Northern Arizona.
Debbie Hansmann--Senior
outside hitter from Cleveland,
Wis. 28 digs; 26 kills, five
blocks and a hitting percentage
of .254 in three conference wins
last week .
On Sept; 30, both BSU and
Montana University volleyball
teams suffered conference setbacks;
Idaho State defeated the women
Broncos and Montana fell to East-
ern Washington.
After their respective losses,
both teams began to roll. Boise
State swept theirnext three matches,
and Montana won their next two
matches, also in straight sets. That's
where the teams stood as they faced
.. each otherThursday night in Bronco
Gymnasium.
A large and charged-up crowd
looked on as BSU sent the Grizzlies
home in three straight games, 17-
IS, 15-8 and 15-13. The win upped
Boise State's conference record to
8-1, good enough to lead the Big
Sky by one-half of a game over
Eastern Washington, whose record
of 7-1 places them second in the
conferencestandings. With the loss,
Montana's Big Sky record drops to
6-3.
The Grizzlies are led by out-
side-hitter Mari Brown, the team's
lone senior. Brown, whose coach
calls her "a competitor with a heart
, of gold," was named Big Sky's
outstanding player for the week In Boise State's 21-14 win
ending Oct. 7, but senior BSU Saturday night against the NAU
Debbie Hansmann showed every- Lumberjacks.Chris Thornasignited
one that Brown wasn't the only his team with a fourth quarter kick-
outside-hitter on the court. off return good for 94 yards and a
Hansmann led both teams with touchdown. His score pulled the
18 digs, and shared top honors in Broncos even with the Lumberjacks
total kills with Brown.at IS, but had and set the table for BSU's winning
20 fewer attempts than the Montana touchdown drive.
star. "She is fun to-play against," Thomas: run came after the
said Hansmann of her counterpart, . Lumberjack's scored early in the
"She's a good competitor," APPar- fourth quarter to take a 14-?lead.
ently, Hansmann didn't take her , Thomas' run, which took all of
match-up against Brown personally. 18 seconds, places him third all-
"I didn't' even know she was the' time on the BSU return list behind
c r- conference's Player of the Week," runs of 100 plus yards in 1981 by
John Broadous and one of97 yards
See Yolleyall page 15 . in 1972 by Bill Stephens, also
.'-.
against NAU.
. "We huddled up and knew we
had to get something going. It was
do or die. They had just scored and
coach Hall told us to run it back, We
just decided we weren't going to be
denied a good runback," Thomas
said. "He kicked it real well. Itook
it on the six yard line. the play was
designed as a return right. I got the
ball and thought, 'Find a seam.'
There wasn't Ii seam inside, but
everyone .had their man. I decided
to bring it back outside. Someone
missed a tackle and I had the kicker
left to beat. From the 40 to the 15 I
followed Robbie Washington who
did a great job of blocking. I just
can't say enough about how great of
a blocking job he did ... I cut him
off at the 15 and went on in for the
score,' explained Thomas ..
Cross country .wrap-up
r-: -:'''-'~--.~
,." .. , .,
.The University News
Opinion
Rippin' and Roarin'
Drunks spoil
game
byJ<ob Nesbit
The University News
Thomas said after he ran the
ball into the end zone, the first thing
he did was .tum around and look
back for penalty flags. "There were
non and then I knew I could get
excited. I got excited," he said.
BSU quarterback Mike Virden
was 18/30 for 182 yards and a touch-
down while the much heralded Greg
Wyatt of NAU was 14/26 and 108
yards in the air.' '..
The Broncos have now won
three games in a row, bringing their
overall ratio to 4-2. They are a per-
fect 3-0 in conference play;
" • ,I I
-The University News
, ; ,,',:, I
Basketball coach Bobby Dye'
hopes for another successful
year in the Big Sky Con.ference
to-guys' in the Clutch situations are.
This could be a learning year in
some cases. It could be a real tran-
sitional year."
And his words might be cau-
tion to fans. Gone are Bronco start-
ersChrisChilds(13.7PPG), Wilson
Foster(15.4 PPG) and Brian Sperry
(a starter in all 30 games last season
for the Broncos).
Dye's squad boasts six new-
comers and only two returning start-
ers. "With this team, more than
by Rob Nesbit
The University News
Oct.15 saw the Boise State
men's basketball team take to the
Pavilion hardwood for their first
regular season workout. For head
coach Bobby Dye the start of prac-
tice heralded a beginning to the end
of many questions in his and his
coaching staffs' minds.
with any team we have had, there
are question marks as to what we'll
do as a team," he said.
While he has some questions,
he said he feels good about the team,
considering its size. Except for
senior Michael Pearson who stands
5'9" there isn't a player under 6' 3",
Bronco Alissa
Victor
whacks the
ball past
Montana
State block-
ers In last Fri-
day's match.
Page -15.October -16, '1989":'
and five players are 6' 9" or taller.
One of those giants on -this
year's roster is 6' 9" freshman Pete -
Eisenrich, aBoise native and gradu-
ate of Borah High School. Eisen-
rich, Who expects to see some play-
ing time in the big forward spot and
at center, feels good about coming
to Boise State.
~'It seemed like the right deci-
sian coming here. I'm happy about
it," he said.
One player not eligible to play
this year is transfer student Jeff
Sanor. SanorwiII not be allowed in
because he transferred to BSU from
the University of Washington, and
NCAA regulations require him to
- sit out a year before competing.
. Sanor, also a Boise native who
played his high school ball at Boise
High, follows his brother Mike
Sanor. Mike played his entire col-
legiate career at BSU. "I just wasn't
happy up there at Washington. It
wasn't fun. It felt more like work'
than enjoyment," Sanor said.
He said making a comparison
between PAC-lO competition and
Big Sky -is unfair to make a Com-
parison since he hasn't played here
yet. He said that in his freshman
year at Washington his teamplayed
against BSU and won by only onepoint. .. ..
Dye has compiled a record of
112-63 over the last six years while
at BSU and has won 20 or more
games three seasons in a row. For
the last three years his teams have
qualified for a post-season tourna-
ment bid in the NIT or in the final 64
of the NCAA.
When Dye ended his second
season at BSU, attendance aver-
aged less than 4,000 fans per game.
Attendance averages for the last
threeseasons are in excess of 10,000
fans per game, an increase of 65
percent.
SolOh lunstrwn/Th_ Unw.1I1!1'N_
Volleyball. outside-hitter. Harris,at6feet,adds
Continued from page 14 hitting power and blocking defense
she said. _ to the team. .
The game was Chris Bond's BSU jumped out to an early
first test as the starting setter, a spot lead in the first game, only to watch
she moved into last week from her as a 9-4 lead turned into a 12-9
outside-hitter position. The start deficit. Two kills coming late in the .
was.Bond's fourth, but it was her game preserved. a 17-15 victory.
first start againsta team battling for - In the second game, Boise.S~te
theconferencechampionship. Bond burst to an 11-1 lead before stifling ...
said she. felt nervous before the a mini-rally by Montana to win 15-
game,but added, "I had lots of 8.
energy."
Coach Pharmer said the move
makes the team's net attack sub-
stantially stronger, because Bond is
. taller than Alyssa Victor, whom she
replaced. The change also allowed
freshman Tina Harris to start at
Lollc .~~
Am.n,,· ~ .
~. ~ 't"'1~• BAUSCH & LOMB- , ,,_ ® lrlt' worl<f\ hr'M"\1 \ung[jm~\'"
Sut;t
In the third and final game, the
women Broncos fought back from a,
13-9 disadvantage to take the game,
15-13. Two Hansmann kills and
two defensive blocks late in the
game figured prominently in the
outcome.
SK/QprfKS
YOUR CHOICE - ALL GLASSES 20% OFF
Oct 16-to Oct 23
at the
SPORTS
EXCHANGEESSAYS & REPORTS
19,278 to choose'from - all subjects
Order CalalOlj Today' with Visa/MC or -COD
- I!mJIIiD. 800';351-0222
IIIIll!1I!IlmIr _ In Callf.l2131 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 10: Essays & Reports
11322 IdahoAve.I206-SN. tos Angeles, CA90025
Custom research also available-ali levels
Vince's Barber.Shop
'4 a cut, many styles.
32yrs. Experience
Hrs: M-Sa. 8~5, no appt. nee.
1519 N:13th HydePk., Boise
-lYS rzmseyen
~, -IS THE ONE-
"FULL SERVICE SALON
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY"' ,
In_ ConO<llai"", '*"', "' ... poo, oon,lIo_,
prooioionllUlandol)lo. - PERMS'__ "'~haIr_ ITAII1lNQAT
, PNcIlion HtaJrcuttlng
, W1ga and HtaJr Acc:tMaorIoe. $2895_
" ~llnd IIIIIa .-
, Prof ......... llaouly I'IoWcla
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
H...., .....' .....·...- ~ 0, .
EVERY DAV 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
ONALLS~ESANDRETA~
BEAUTY PROilUCTSINCWDlNG:
. BuMa V#ooH! IMAGE
1:iREDKEN liI3 t4€XUS HOUM:\04 .... "" _., . U 377-1850.
Vi ZOTOS - , 10' ... 1:11 BaIHTawneSqua ...n-:::::-''~-=- SUn· 12:00. 1:00...-~ .
BSU's Fashion I Clothing
-'HE~DQUARTERS!
2655 'S, Broadway . 345"8723............. ~ ......
Homecoming just wouldn't have been the same
without you!
HOMECOMING. '89 COMMITTEE
You did it when we needed it done!
Special Thanks To:
Teresa Baker.
Vicki Jones
Rob Meyer'
Kristi Pasero
Lori Reed
.Lisa Shackelford
1033 Broadway
Boise. Idaho 83706
. (208) 385-0440
".
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Rpatl Up Fir~t- - - .-.-- - .- - _.. - _. - .- - -- ........ ~.,....- _. ~ - ~
.....~ ~ , .
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_.\"tt •• •• •............. ~ .
American Society of Women Accountants
is offering 2 scholarships-See Accounting De-
partment for details. Student Night November 14
at Noodles Restaurant with the theme: "What it's
Like in the Real World." -
Help Wanted: Pollworkers
Nov. 8,9, 1989 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m, Pay is
$3.50 an hour. Pick your own times. Sign up with
Linda in ASBSU. Office-Student Union, second
floor. Phone 385-1440.
. Wanted: "A" tennis and table tennis part-
it ners, Mike 336-7340.
I will be taking the LSA T this December and
I am looking for people to study with. Call Kahl-.
Sidhu at 323-4654 day, 344-7893 evenings.
Is ItTrue ..Jeeps for $44 through the Gov-
ernment? Call for facts! 1-312-742-1142. Ext.
9445-A.
Would you like to offer Discover Credit
Cards? Are you available for only a few hours/
week? Ifso,calll-8oo-932-0528ext.3. We'llpay
you as much as $lO/hour. Only 10 positions
available.' -
ATTENTION -HIRING! Government jobs
- your area. $17.840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-838-
":':8885. Ext: R5924
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES FROM $100. Fords, Mercedes, Cor-
vettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8885 ext. A 5924.
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U-repair). Delinquent tax. property.
Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext.
GH5924.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READ-
ING BOOKS! $32,OOO/year income potential.
Details (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. Bk5924.
/{. FOR SALE: EPSONFX86eprintcr,excel-
lent condition, $300 or best offer. Contact Scot or
Daryl at 384-9210.
One-way ticket to San Pranclsco-Thanks-
giving morning! $100,342-2011.
Brain
Bran byJim
McColly
Lt1=E IfJ
HE.l.-k
R.n oil,} Nijd t1-!,;bit th<lr. S""'f!1' "i'-b""d h"ir
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F""fee Money--.:...-,-- -t
I!AM£ AMQ.lIl[[ IlfAllIJlIIi llil:Jl
NATIONAL COUNCIL S3,500 12'118; NUST MAJOR IN HORnCULTURE,
OF STATE GARDEN FlORICULTURE~ LANDSCAPE DESIGN,
CLUBS, IItC. CONSERVATiON, FO'RESTRy. DOTANY,
till PLANNING, LAND MANAGEMENT
OR ALLIED SUBJECTj HAVE A 3.0 CPA.
.- ~~:NE~~N :i~EMIC RECORDt'ND .
BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL
WOMEN'S FOUND-
AnON SCHOLAR·
SHIP
$500 TO 1 :2 J 1 5189 MUST DE ... WONAH, POSSIBLE UINlllUW
13,000 AGEREQUIAEIIaI'T,HEAD OFA HOUSEHOLD
WITH FINANCIAL HEEl) AND £MROLlED
IN !t PROGRAY LEADIHGJO A CAREER.
1OxicWasteDurnp-.
+er
COORS VETERANS' $1,500 fa 311 ~IIIO MUST BE UNDER 22. COMPLETEQ f1nsi
MEMORIAL U,oor. YEAR BUT HOT YET ACQUIRED SENIOR •
SCHOLARSHIP CREDIT HOURS, HAve A :1.8 GPA. MUST ALSO
8E A DEPENDENT OF: AN HONORABLY [)IS-
CHARGED AMERtCAH SERVlCEMANt OF AN
...env! AIIERICANSERYlCEWANj AN AMERJCAH
SERVICEMAN K1UED IN ACT1OH. UlSSlHG IN
ACT.OffOR WHO DfEDIH mE UHE .OF DUTY •
. nformotton on the ~s listed cocve Is provided by theBSU FinonClOt AId offiCe and ere ~Ied here
, ~~=~I~:~~~~ion on ~he$O~ o'thct rlncndoI okl. c:ontocl the FinOrlClOIAid
1~llR~~~;~}lr1£~~~{~~1~fiil¥lt€~?f8¥~~~~1~7i~igt:1i§.01(~r:liWt:~1~~~~J:~1'The Great American Smokeout. No\: 17.
